
UPRIGHT INDUSTRIAL
Upright brooms
Fused bristles are welded to lock the fibres into the block for less fibre fallout. Use where oil, 
solvent or water is present. The non-porous block and fibres can be paired with an aluminum 
acme-threaded handle to comply with wood-free regulations.

item colour size [in.] fibre pack

771 Warehouse, brown 9½ coarse
10

772 Trailblazer, grey 9½ medium

The Trailblazer has flagged ends for trapping dust. The Warehouse is 
good for sweeping out corners in an industrial environment.

■  Upright brooms have the perfect profile for sweeping smaller  
areas and getting into corners and around equipment.

■  These brooms offer an alternative to traditional corn brooms  
and are better suited for high-humidity environments.

UPRIGHT COMMERCIAL
An upright for every budget
Upright brooms have the perfect profile for sweeping 
smaller areas, getting into corners and moving around  
and between equipment.

dual angle pro 
This professional grade dual angle upright has two holes for flexibility. The detachable broom 
heads are synthetic and resist moisture and chemicals. Choose the flagged heads (blue) for dust 
control. The black heads have a larger diameter fibre (non-flagged) for general sweeping.

rIte-angle™
One of our best-selling, economy, synthetic fibre upright brooms. The 790 has 
an extra short handle suitable for use with an upright dust pan (10182).

sweep-ezy™ uprIghts
These sturdy plastic block uprights are filled with soft synthetic fibres 
suitable for the smoothest hardwood floors. Traditionally, these brooms 
have been called “magnetic,” referring to the static charge they build up 
as they work across the surface to remove dust. 

comes complete with head and 48-inch  ECM handle

item colour fibre size [in.] pack

78307 blue fine 6

1278310 blue fine 9

78407 black medium 6

78410 black medium 9

Use the centre hole for a vertically straight handle. The offset hole pitches the handle 15° 
from centre allowing the user to reach underneath equipment without bending over. 
Replacement handle is the 2501. 

lIghtweIght uprIght
This lightweight upright has soft synthetic fibres suitable for smooth 
floors. It works like a “magnet” towards dust by building up a static 
charge as it sweeps.

traIlblazer & warehouse order acme  
handle

medium

coarse

For food service, we recommend an aluminum or fibreglass handle. 
For colour-coded brooms, refer to the Food Hygiene section. 

replacement head only

item colour fibre size [in.] pack

78306 blue fine 6

1278309 blue fine 9

78406 black medium 6
78409 black medium 9

2501 48-in ECM handle 24

These brooms partner 
well with upright 
lobby dust pans. 

second hole pitches the 

handle 15° from centre

flagged ends for 

dust control

fine

medium
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handle
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head and 48-inch handle

item size pack

781 small 10

796 large 12

replacement head

item size pack

780 small 24

784 large 12

head and 48-inch handle

item size [in.] pack

795 9 10

replacement head

item size [in.] pack

794 9 12

complete head and handle

item head handle [in.] pack

790 small 28 10

792 small 48 10

797 large 48 12

replacement

item size pack

791 small 10

793 large 24

2501 handle, 48-in. 24
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